A Strong Confident and Vibrant Region

PARTNERSHIPS THAT STRENGTHEN COMMUNITIES
Developing productive relationships between the private and public
sector in any community is important and more so in a region where
there is an increasing level of mining activity amongst a large
number of small communities. Shires in the region are focused on
delivering better outcomes for their community creating revenue to
reinvest into services and infrastructure.
Resource development bene ts the Western Australian and National
economy by generating revenue from exports and creating skills and
jobs. Against this contribution mining activity presents both
challenges and opportunities for regional communities in the Mid
West and Gascoyne. Most obvious is that the wealth generated, and
FIFO incomes are not spent in the region in which they were
generated.
Within the Mid West there are examples of how local governments
and mining companies have established relationships that have
good community outcomes. With few guidelines and without any
WA State Government policy settings on minimum requirements for
mining and community agreements, it is left to communities, usually
through local governments to seek their own arrangements.

GOVERNMENT POLICY
It is dif cult for local government to achieve desired social sustainability outcomes without an
overarching state policy setting and leverage.
Many companies prioritise the importance of well established and strong relationships with key
stakeholders including communities. Local Governments are also looking for positive and bene cial
relationships with miners. Community chest or bene t funds, road access and maintenance or
reinstatement agreements and mutually bene cial infrastructure agreements are common examples
of partnerships.

Adopting the Australian Government 'Leading Practice Sustainable Development Program for the
Mining Industry' handbook as a policy guideline for engagement.
Prioritising Social Impact Assessments that form the basis of a jointly agreed Community
Development plan for the life of the mine.

Standardise commonly used agreements like road access agreements, community chest or bene t
arrangements and make these available as either best practice guidelines or to better position Local
Governments to negotiate comparable social commitment outcomes with miners.

In partnership with an organisation such WALGA, advocate to the Chamber of Minerals & Energy, &
other resource organisations, to identify best current practice in mining and community
engagement delivering successful social sustainability outcomes, for consolidation into a 'best
practice' report.
Initiate advocacy with the WA State Government to seek the establishment of new State Policy
around mining company engagement with communities.
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